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Extended Abstract
Introduction: System Dynamics has been recognized as an invaluable tool for analysing and
designing supply chains (Klug, 2013) since Forrester’s phenomenal study of Industrial Dynamics
(Forester, 1958). Many researchers have proposed numerous studies about different
replenishment structures and inventory management policies using system dynamics
methodology (Torres and Moran, 2006). Although simulation tools are not designed for precise
forecasting and modellers use limited number of functionalities, calibrated system dynamics
models are likely to be more informative than those from other approaches (Lyneis, 2000).
Forecasting is the trigger of material flows in demand-driven supply chains and has always been
a popular area for supply chain management researchers and practitioners. However, quantifying
the impact of forecast accuracy on system performance is a challenging task. It takes time for the
numbers to emerge and managerial decisions to invest in this area in terms of technology, process
and organisation may be overruled by delays. In this study, we propose a methodology where we
take forecast as a probability distribution of demand and assess the performance over time with
various accuracy levels for both unseasonable and seasonal demand patterns. In addition, we
enrich the model with strategic growth targets and temporary demand jumps such as promotional
occasions and demand decreases and conclude with other possible additions.
Methodology: We propose a methodology where we start by conducting a statistical analysis of
historic sales and identifying seasonality patterns of demand. The outcome of this analysis enables
us to determine the probability distribution of historic sales. In case there is an observed
seasonality of the demand, we deseasonalize the historic data and generate the probability
distribution afterwards. In System Dynamics model, forecast is generated based on the obtained
probability distribution and seasonal adjustments are conducted to generate the supply plan by
using calculated seasonality indexes. In order to model the supply plan, we use supply chain
infrastructure as a dynamic system (Sterman, 2000) and for multi-echelon structure we use
Advance Forecast-sharing Coordination (AFC) model (Moran and Barrar, 2006).
Having the forecast and supply plan, our first objective is to analyse the supply chain performance
under various forecast accuracy levels. Hence, we generate the market demand as a combination
of forecast and uniform distribution of forecast accuracy to ensure market demand is distributed
around forecasted demand within forecast error boundaries.
𝐷 = 𝐹[𝑥(𝑏 − 𝑎) + 𝑎]
where; D: market demand, F: forecasted demand, x: generated random number and a and b: lower
and upper parameters of obtained uniform distribution respectively.
Our second objective is enriching the model with strategic growth targets such as pre-set annual
budgets. To do so, we determine the target and strategy horizon and assign the trend with RAMP

function. Finally, we simulate the demand increase or decrease which occurs for a specific period
within simulation horizon. This scenario is generated via combining demand increase or decrease
rates, number of periods for demand change with PULSE function. Keeping the forecasted
demand arising from the probability distribution unchanged, the system will only try to adjust the
inventory and we observe the changes in performance overtime in terms of inventory and service
levels, precisely order fill rates. This would enable us to address the importance of advance
demand information.
Results: We have conducted the proposed methodology in two supply chain structures using
Vensim® simulation tool by Ventana Systems. The first application is carried out in a consumer
electronics distributor with a single-echelon supply chain while the second application is carried
out in a major domestic appliance manufacturer having a two-echelon supply chain. Assigning
various numeric values to forecast accuracy and running continuous-time based simulations, we
have observed how inventory levels and inventory turns as well as order fill rates differ under the
given accuracy figures. We have also conducted research for demand increase and decrease
scenarios at various levels for 8 weeks period in the simulation horizon of 52 weeks.

Conclusion: In this study we have analysed three areas of change in demand; forecast accuracy,
strategic targets alignment and demand increase or decrease for a specific period. For the latter
two, we have defined the horizon and change ratios and combining them with RAMP and PULSE
functions respectively. For forecast accuracy analysis, we have used a uniform distribution in the
SD model where market demand can vary between accuracy levels. The simulation results
indicate;
 Accuracy of forecasts have a direct impact on supply chain performance in terms of inventory
and service levels
 Inventory policies try to stabilize the supply chain system even in low forecast accuracy
 Stock adjustment takes more time in demand decrease scenarios
Although we have used a probability distribution for forecasting, same methodology can be
applied to various and more advanced forecasting methods. We have involved forecast accuracy
in the simulation model with a uniform distribution, but real data can indicate other distribution
types for accuracy levels, and therefore is an open area for further studies.
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